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I. Executive Summary 
 

Khayelitsha Site C is part of the broader Khayelitsha, a township near Cape Town which was 

established in the early 1980s. The population composition of the area is mostly dominated 

by isiXhosa-speaking people and as such it is nearly ethnically and linguistically 

homogeneous. This linguistic and cultural homogeneity of residents, while enabling easy 

social interaction for the majority of residents, is perceived to be a social barrier for 

‘outsiders’.  

 
Unemployment, a lack of education, and limited positive activities, particularly among youth 

in the area, has been linked by residents to criminal activities and use of drugs. In order to 

support their habit, youth allegedly perpetrate robberies and thefts, which are often violent.  

Some young men in the community end up without positive role models and appear to 

mimic the behaviour of known criminals. In addition, these youths or skollies are blamed for 

other crimes in the area, as well as collective violence such as xenophobic violence, and the 

looting and vandalism of foreign owned shops. Respondents to research interviews 

maintained that collective violence, especially xenophobic violence, is spontaneous and 

hardly organized. 

 
While community structures for conflict resolution are in place, they are generally perceived 

to be relatively weak. Despite current structures’ existence in the community, respondents 

referred to them in the past tense, signifying that community members do not regard them 

as being active. It is thought that leadership squabbles have generally undermined 

community conflict resolution structures. The findings show that the neighbourhood watch 

organisation and the Community Policing Forum (CPF) have not been able to find a common 

ground in dealing with safety issues in the area. 

 

The researchers found that the South African Police Services (SAPS) were commonly 

perceived as ineffective in responding to criminal activities and in their investigations 

thereof. While there was a newly established mobile police station in the area, community 

members complained about lack of police visibility. Foreign nationals also corroborated 

these sentiments and stated that it is difficult for them to get proper services from the SAPS. 
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Social interaction between various population groups play an important role in fostering 

community cohesion, but such interaction is minimal in Site C, especially between Somali 

shopkeepers and locals. Other foreign nationals such as Zimbabweans and Congolese who 

live in the community are able to socialize relatively well with locals in shebeens and social 

gatherings such as weddings. However, respondents suggested that foreign nationals rarely 

attend community meetings, partly because locals are not welcoming.  

 
The findings reveal that community members find an opportunity to loot foreign-owned 

shops, often following attacks on foreign nationals. Respondents suggested that skollies 

were behind xenophobic incidences both in the past and in recent attacks, where a number 

of Somalis were killed in Site C. However, there were different narratives and there was no 

consensus about the motivations behind these recent killings. Some residents, including 

some within community structures, argued that the violence was the result of conflicts 

between certain Somali businessmen over ‘territory’, whilst others reported that the 

violence was perpetrated by gangs who were looking for guns from those shopkeepers 

suspected of owning one. Other respondents viewed the violence as a form of revenge from 

gangs in the area, as some Somalis had allegedly killed some of their brethren who tried to 

rob Somali businesses in the past. The latter view appears to possibly be held by police, seen 

by a researcher searching Somali shops for guns. 

 
Community members hold a variety of views on what constitutes xenophobic violence. They 

regard criminal activities as an issue that affects everyone in the community. They believe 

that foreign nationals, especially Somalis, are not necessarily targeted because they are 

foreigners, but due to their vulnerability and being known for having cash in their shops. 

Looting of foreign national shops without causing any physical harm to shopkeepers is not 

regarded as xenophobic, but simply a crime. Some believe that criminality is xenophobic if a 

group of people attack foreigners and/or their properties.  

 

This report is divided into six main sections. Section II outlines the research methodology. 

Section III provides a brief historical overview and background of the area and some 

demographic indicators. Section IV discusses the nature of social interactions among social 

and/or population groups. Section V examines leadership structures, and the ways in which 
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they relate to each other as well as residents. It also includes a discussion on existing conflict 

resolution mechanisms and perceptions of their effectiveness. Section VI provides a history 

of group violence and the ways in which foreign nationals living in the area are excluded 

from opportunities by some non-violent means. Section VII gives a description of the most 

recent incidents of xenophobic violence including instigators/perpetrators as well as 

targets/victims.  

II. Methodology 
 
This research report is based on qualitative fieldwork that was carried out in Khayelitsha Site 

C. The site has been marred by violent crimes in recent years, and is part of the broader 

Khayelitsha area, which is the biggest township in the City of Cape Town. While Khayelitsha 

in general has experienced waves of xenophobic attacks in the past, there have been a 

series of violent attacks directed towards Somali shopkeepers since the beginning of 2017, 

particularly in Site C.  

 
The fieldwork was conducted from 15 – 31 March 2017, and lasted for a total of 16 days. 

While most of the interviews were conducted in private homes as well as the local shopping 

centre, others were conducted in private offices at the participants’ convenience. Group 

interviews with neighbourhood structures were conducted in community halls, and 

members of street committees opted to be interviewed in their respective residential areas. 

Two researchers conducted 31 semi-structured interviews including four group interviews, 

namely: neighbourhood watches, the street committee, and the sub-community policing 

forum, with a total of 52 research participants. These included individual community 

members, community leaders, representatives of the local authority such as councillors and 

South African Police Services (SAPS) members, and representatives of community-based 

organizations. The report also draws on secondary data from background research, 

demographic and socio-economic statistics sourced from Statistics South Africa, as well as 

human and site observations. The respondents were of various ages from their early 20s to 

65 years and older.  

 
The interviews were conducted in either isiXhosa or English, depending on the language 

preference of the respondents. Researchers initially identified informants who were well 
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known in the areas of Khayelitsha Site C because of their involvement in community issues, 

and eventually employed a snowballing technique after three days of preliminary fieldwork. 

Based on their specific knowledge of community dynamics in the area, the informants 

played a crucial role. 

 
The majority of respondents were happy to take part in the research and even welcomed 

the researchers into their homes. However, there was a major drawback as Somali 

shopkeepers who run spaza shops in the area were suspicious of the research intentions, 

and generally avoided all efforts by the researchers to interview them. Nevertheless, one 

Somali shopkeeper felt comfortable and agreed to be interviewed after lengthy 

explanations from the researchers. Thus, the analysis in relation to violence towards Somali 

shopkeepers was limited, and mainly relied on local South Africans’ views of Somalis. The 

report drew on secondary sources, such as media reports, to compensate for this 

shortcoming.  

 
Although researchers were unable to interview Somalis as wished, the researchers were 

able to interview other foreign nationals such as Nigerians, Zimbabweans, Congolese and 

Ghanaians. However, there was one instance where a potential respondent from 

Democratic Republic of Congo was suspicious of the researchers and instructed known local 

skollies to investigate their presence in the area. The researchers explained the purpose of 

the research to them and eventually the skollies understood and did not interfere. 

Furthermore, some respondents wanted to know how they would benefit, or whether there 

were any incentives for taking part in the research. Some community members clearly 

stated that they have been overly researched and see no benefit for participating in 

research studies. Some foreign nationals also voiced the same concerns, and mentioned 

that researchers are not addressing their plight in their communities, as they are always 

mistreated and harassed by authorities and community members in general. 

 

III. Background information 
 

This section presents some statistical information and contextual background of broader 

Khayelitsha, and in most subsections specifically narrows to Site C.  
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a. Brief historical overview of broader Khayelitsha 

 
Khayelitsha (meaning ‘New Home’ in isiXhosa) is a township in Cape Town, in the Western 

Cape, South Africa. It is the third largest township in the country, and Cape Town’s largest 

black African township.1 It is composed of both informal and formal settlements (the yellow 

shaded areas in Figure 1 show the informal areas). Khayelitsha is located on the Cape Flats, 

and is home to over a third of the total African population in the metropolitan area, hosting 

around 450 000 people.2 Khayelitsha has several sub-sections such as Site B, Site C, Harare, 

Kuyasa, Litha Park and Makaya (see Figure 1 for demarcations). There are differences among 

these sub-sections of Khayelitsha, which vary by resources, housing structures, and social 

problems. Some sub-sections are informal like TR Section (in Site B), Ndlovini (in Harare), 

Taiwan (in Site C) and Enkanini.3 Others, such as Litha Park and Bongweni (in Site C) are 

formal. Most subsections are mixed, meaning that within them there are both formal and 

informal housing structures.4 

                                                           
1 Umtha Welanga, Historical Background of Khayelitsha, accessed May 24, 2016, www.umthawelanga.co.za  
2 Nattrass Nicoli, “Who consults Sangomas in Khayelitsha? An Exploratory quantitative analysis”, Social Science 
Research Unit, CSSR Working Paper No.151, Social Dynamics, Vol. 31, No. 2, March 2006 
3 ‘Informal settlement’ are typically characterised by a dense creation of small, makeshift shelters built from 
different materials (wood, planks, plastics, cardboard, recycled zincs), degradation of the local ecosystem, and 
by severe social problems. Huchzermeyer, Marie, Unlawful Occupation: Informal Settlements and Urban Policy 
in South Africa and Brazil, (2004). 
4 Steven Otter, Khayelitsha: uMlungu in a Township, Penguin Global, 2007  
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Figure 1 Khayelitsha 

 
Source: VPUU, safekhayelitsha.org.za 

The ‘centre’ of Khayelitsha is considered to be Town Two and Makaya. Town Two hosts the 

Khayelitsha Mall, the main train station, and the Magistrate’s Court. Makaya houses 

Khayelitsha Hospital and Mandela Park, which has a large sports stadium. The main taxi rank 

is in Site C. Most taxis in Khayelitsha collect passengers at the Site C rank and then head into 

Cape Town city centre, as well as the southern and northern suburbs. 

 

Although the precise number of foreign nationals living in Khayelitsha as a whole is 

unknown, a 2011 census estimated that as many as 2,477 were residing in the area, 

constituting 0.6% of the population.5 

 

b. A brief overview of Khayelitsha Site C 

Khayelitsha Site C is situated on the periphery of the City of Cape Town, next to the N2 

highway leading into Somerset and R300 towards Mitchell’s Plain. It has been in existence 

since the 1980s to accommodate mostly Xhosa people from informal and illegal dwellings 
                                                           
5 Statistics South Africa, ‘Census 2011,’ Accessed April 29, 2017, http://www.statssa.gov.za/?page_id=964 
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built in the areas of Nyanga and Crossroads. It began as an informal settlement made up of 

government tents like a refugee camp. Brick houses became a feature of Khayelitsha Site C 

after the post-apartheid state started the Reconstruction and Development Programme 

(RDP) of building low cost houses for the poor.6 Like many townships in South Africa’s urban 

areas, its formation was heavily rooted in the logic of apartheid urban planning and racial 

segregation laws: “The government envisaged Khayelitsha in general as a relocation point to 

accommodate all ‘legal’ residents of the Cape Peninsula, whether they were in informal 

settlements or in existing townships, in one new purposely built and easily controlled 

township”.7 The government classified people as legal if they had already lived in the area 

for ten years. These acts reinforced the apartheid notion of racial segregation and separate 

development, which vividly marked the territorialisation of race as separate and distinct, 

and spawned ideas of racial and ethnic ‘othering’.  

 

Khayelitsha Site C is a classic case of development which resulted in an identity crisis 

sparked by the allocation of RDP houses in the area. When the houses were allocated after 

1994, some people who were not original shack dwellers in the area were also allocated 

houses. Some of the youth were dominant figures from their respective areas, and they felt 

their status was being challenged. As one of the young male respondents put it: 

 

“When we arrive in this area we did not know each other, because we came from 

different sections… They did not know each other, and our mentality was not the 

same… That makes it difficult for us to unite, because we had different mentalities… 

That is also one thing that got us into drugs: to prove to each other about where we 

come from.”8 

 

Khayelitsha Site C’s population is linguistically homogeneous with small populations of 

foreign nationals, mainly Somalis, Ethiopians, Nigerians, Congolese, Zimbabweans and 

Ghanaians. The research team was informed by numerous respondents that all spaza 

shopkeepers were Somali. The Community Policing Forum and Neighbourhood Watch 

                                                           
6 Interview with a former street committee member, March 2017 
7 South African History Online, ‘Khayelitsha Township’, Accessed April 20, 2016, 
http://www.sahistory.org.za/place/khayelitsha-township 
8 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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members categorically call spaza shopkeepers ‘Somalis’, while those persons from Nigeria, 

Congo, Zimbabwe and Mozambique are referred to as ‘amakwerekwere’ based on how they 

speak. Culturally, isiXhosa dominates, and most of those in the area are of Eastern Cape 

descent. There are also some pockets of seSothos from Eastern Cape, Northern Cape and 

other provinces.9  According to census data, 93.2% of the population identifies isiXhosa as 

their home language.10  

 

c. The South African Police Service and Reported Crime 

 

The area falls under the jurisdiction of the Khayelitsha Site B police station located on Bonga 

Drive, which is responsible for the policing of Site B as well as a number of informal 

settlements. Site C had previously been serviced by a mobile police station, but this was 

reportedly discontinued due to internal SAPS administrative shortcomings and other 

challenges.11 A mobile police station was reintroduced to the area in June 2016 in the 

aftermath of the Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry into police-community relations, and 

calls from community groups for greater SAPS resources for Site C.12 

 

The mobile station registers complaints, open dockets, and certify documents. However, 

community members have become frustrated with the increased level of crime in the area, 

lack of police visibility, and the response time when an incident is reported. This was 

reiterated by foreign nationals, who mentioned that they hardly see police patrolling the 

area unless they come to search their premises. During the fieldwork, researchers rarely 

observed a police vehicle in the area, except close to the mobile station. 

 

Publicly available reported crime data for the Khayelitsha Site B policing area is not 

disaggregated, and hence it was not possible to determine specific crime trends for Site C. 

                                                           
9 Interview with a former Street Committee member, Section A, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
10   Statistics South Africa, ‘Census 2011,’ Accessed April 29, 2017, http://www.statssa.gov.za/?page_id=964 
11 Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of Police Inefficiency in Khayelitsha and a Breakdown in 
Relations between the Community and Police in Khayelitsha. (2014) Towards a Safer Khayelitsha: Report of the 
Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of Police Inefficiency and a Breakdown in Relations between SAPS and 
the Community of Khayelitsha, Cape Town, Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of Police 
Inefficiency in Khayelitsha and a Breakdown in Relations between the Community and Police in Khayelitsha. 
12 Mandla Mahashe, ‘Mobile cop shop opens in Site C’, News24, 2 June 2016, available online: 
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/Local/City-Vision/mobile-cop-shop-opens-in-site-c-20160601 
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Nonetheless, as shown in Table 1 below, violence in the entire Khayelitsha policing area 

remains extremely high, with the number of reported murders having increased by 10% 

since 2013/14. In addition, both the numbers of reported cases of attempted murder and 

robbery with aggravating circumstances in 2015/16 were double that of reported cases in 

2010/11 respectively.  

Table 1: Select violent crimes for the Khayelitsha policing area, 2009/10-2015/16 
  2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/1

6 
Murder 124 124 160 168 146 146 161 
Sexual Offences 258 251 247 241 230 229 223 
Attempted murder 90 98 140 207 144 170 183 
Assault with intent of grievous bodily harm 554 614 630 706 686 640 681 
Common assault 670 516 682 774 773 866 912 
Common robbery 193 190 167 221 250 210 181 
Robbery with aggravating circumstances 711 606 789 987 1185 1421 1226 
Illegal possession of firearms and ammunition 93 84 121 110 128 132 98 
Drug-related crime 549 625 756 669 803 827 1165 
Driving under the influence of alcohol / drugs 319 221 291 292 291 279 181 
Carjacking 22 22 37 44 59 73 80 
Robbery at residential premises 73 51 61 84 83 84 127 
Robbery at non-residential premises 62 82 137 143 121 115 86 

Source: South African Police Service 
 

There have been frequent reports of vigilante and gang violence in the area, as well as 

incidents of excessive use of force by SAPS members as documented in the report of the 

Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry. In some instances, residents were caught in the crossfire 

between police and alleged criminals. The taxi rank has been frequently referenced as a 

major crime hotspot in Site C. The report of the Commission also indicated that the SAPS 

regard parts of Site C as particularly dangerous, and crime investigations were often 

undermined due to crime scenes being contaminated, particularly in informal settlements.13 

 
 

d. Location observations 

 
There are a number of public amenities in Khayelitsha Site C. The area has five primary 

schools (Isikhokelo, Vusamanzi, Nolungile, Vuselela, Encotsheni) and one secondary school 

(Intlanganiso). These schools work closely with community-based non-governmental 

                                                           
13 Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of Police Inefficiency in Khayelitsha and a Breakdown in 
Relations between the Community and Police in Khayelitsha. (2014) 
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organizations such as Iliso.14 Researchers observed a number of day care centres, seven 

community halls, a community health centre, and a library, as well as various church and 

business establishments. There is a stadium which hosts soccer tournaments, school sports, 

and social gatherings located in Section A. With exception of the stadium there are no public 

parks for children to play. 

 

Figure 2: Encotsheni Primary School in Section A, Khayelitsha Site C. 

 
 

Site C is characterized by formal areas with mostly RDP houses, often with informal 

backyard dwellings (mainly shacks) and informal areas consisting of shacks. Taiwan and part 

of Section B are poorer informal areas with only shack housing. Both sections lack proper 

roads, electricity and sanitation infrastructure. The lack of footpaths and roads as well as the 

absence of lighting, in addition to the densely populated nature of the area, make effective 

policing of the area virtually impossible.   

 

                                                           
14 Iliso Care Society aims care projects for children and youth, including Iliso youth soccer club, a soup kitchen, 
and care for orphaned children. 
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Figure 3: Shacks in Taiwan Section, Khayelitsha Site C 

 

  
During the 16 days of fieldwork, it became clear that the main streets were always crowded 

during the day with people moving mostly towards Khayelitsha Site C taxi rank and the 

nearby train station. Numerous young men and women sat on the roadside drinking 

together or playing street soccer. The movement of people during peak hours shows that 

most of the residents of the area are reliant on taxis and trains to get around the city and 

outlying areas. It is predominantly during peak hours when people get robbed of their 

possessions on their way to and from work. 

 

Figure 4: Scene at Khayelitsha Site C (Kuwait) taxi rank when there were no buses or trains 

 
Source: Unathi Kwaza, Facebook, 12 April 2017 

 
Khayelitsha Site C taxi rank, known as ‘Kuwait’, and its surrounding areas are the most 

crowded, with businesses that are operated by both locals and foreign nationals. The taxi 
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rank is situated on Japhta K Masemola Road close to the intersection with Mew Way. Most 

foreign nationals operating businesses around the taxi rank are Nigerians, but also include 

Congolese and Ghanaians, who run their businesses in shipping containers. Businesses 

include cell phone repairs, shoe sales and repairs, furniture, and electrical appliances. While 

some of these foreign nationals live in the central part of Site C, researchers noted that 

some stay in other areas of Khayelitsha such as Litha Park, and are also married to locals. 

This seemed to be particularly the case for Nigerian, Congolese and Ghanaian shop owners. 

Businesses operated by locals included meat stalls selling raw meat, and restaurants selling 

cooked meals, as well as small tables that mostly sell sweets and cigarettes.  

 
Figure 5: Businesses around Kuwait taxi rank 

 
Source: Wordpress.com 

Moving away from the taxi rank, there are a number of spaza shops mostly operated by 

Somalis and a few locals. Some of these shops have been targeted in recent months, and 

more than nine Somalis were killed in February 2017 as a result of such incidents. All the 

Somali spaza shops operate from behind closed doors, through openings in burglar bars for 

their own safety and security. In contrast, almost all of the other foreign-owned containers 

have open access, particularly so in the case of Nigerians, Zimbabweans and Congolese. 

Researchers were informed that Nigerians generally did not receive negative attitudes from 

locals and robbers because they allegedly fought back when criminals attempted to rob 

them.15 During observations and interviews with the Neighbourhood Watch and CPF, the 

researchers found that there are 52 spaza and convenience shops in the area currently run 

by ‘Somalis’. In most instances, the Somali shopkeepers live in the spaza shop. 

 
                                                           
15 Interview with young local male, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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The Somalis have also established their own storage facility close to the Shoprite Centre, 

from which they distribute their stock to their shops in the area. During the two weeks of 

fieldwork the researchers noticed a number of bakkies (vans) that were either carrying stock 

or offloading stock outside the establishments. One of the bakkies had a bullet hole in the 

windscreen, and researchers were informed that it was shot at by robbers in the area (see 

Figure 7 below).16 There were two occasions in which police came in vans to search the 

storage facility while researchers were waiting outside the establishment. It was later 

confirmed during an interview with the police that they usually raid such spaza shops to 

search for unlicensed guns that are believed to attract gangs in the area.17  

Figure 6 A Somali shopkeeper panel van with a bullet hole in the windscreen, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C 

 
 

There are a number of South Africans currently running illegal shebeens in Site C. While the 

researchers were on site, a meeting was called in order to establish the extent of shebeen 

density in the area. About 50 people who run the shebeens attended the meeting. Alcohol 

outlets, particularly shebeens, have often been blamed by residents for social ills. South 

African youth mostly socialize in shebeens, shisanyamas (braai places) or during parties. In 

Site C researchers learnt that there are some specific social establishments where youth 

hang out. However, where they hang out is also determined by the amount of money they 

have. The most popular one is called ‘Waterfront’, which is more upmarket. Nevertheless, it 

has been mentioned that while these places were good for socializing and meeting new 

friends, there had also been incidents of criminality and violence: 
                                                           
16 Informal conversation with a Somali driver, Chris Hani section, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
17 Interview with a South African Police Services member, Khayelitsha Site B, March 2007. 
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“Youth mostly socialize in drinking spaces and competing about expensive drinks. 

There is a lot of peer pressure among youth. Then drugs introduce youth to crime.”18 

 

Although there are a number of foreign-owned shops in Site C, they are some distance from 

each other, and unlikely to trigger business competition as some local community members 

believe. The narrative from some respondents is that Somalis shopkeepers use local 

‘skollies’ to attack other shop owners to reduce competition in the area, or that they carry 

their personal conflicts from their own country to South Africa. While competition among 

shop owners was perceived as a source of tension between locals and foreign nationals in 

particular, there seemed to be no visible competition, as groups are engaged in different 

business activities. However, it is possible that such competition may relate to territory 

rather than products. 

 
Figure 7 Somali bakkies in front of the grocery storage next to Shoprite Centre 

 
 

e. General opportunities and challenges in Khayelitsha Site C 

 
Residents of Site C face many socio-economic challenges such as poverty, criminal activities, 

unemployment and housing problems. Substance abuse (alcohol/drugs) among youth and 

unemployment in general are the two factors perceived to be the major challenges, and are 

also seen by residents as causing the high crime levels.  

 
Crime in general is a major challenge that community members mostly referred to.  Even 

ambulances and Eskom19 vehicles can get attacked if they are not escorted by police or 

neighbourhood watch members. One of the respondents argued that guns and drugs were 
                                                           
18 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
19 Eskom is the national power utility. 
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easily accessible because the community was no longer united as it used to be. It is also 

interesting that like other respondents, he referred to all the structures in the past tense 

despite the fact that some of these structures were still in existence. As he pointed out: 

 
“There were structures such as community policing forums, street committees, 

neighbourhood watch, Mayishe/Bambanani, Taxi Association… but now people live 

as individuals. Police no longer patrol as they used to and are not feared mostly 

because they live in those communities. They mostly come when there is an incident. 

Police even get robbed in Site C.”20 

 
Another respondent explained why police were targets: “Gangsters target someone with a 

gun. They simply rob you for guns.”21 

 
There has been gang activity carried out by people who are believed to come from other 

places, such as Nyanga and Gugulethu. Locals also mentioned that there were known 

criminals in the area but community members were too afraid to report them to the police.  

 
Poverty and youth unemployment are prevalent. During the fieldwork, researchers 

observed a number of youth sitting on the pavements on the main streets drinking alcohol 

during the day. Although the police service has the responsibility to intervene to reduce 

alcohol abuse and the problems associated with it, in partnership with community 

members, little attention seems to be directed towards the issues. There were several 

occasions when researchers observed a police van passing people drinking on the street 

pavement and did not intervene.  

 
Local community members also mentioned that most foreign nationals conduct genuine 

business and they are business-minded, but they are not happy about Nigerians in the area, 

particularly around the taxi rank. They accused the Nigerians of selling drugs and buying 

stolen goods, especially cell phones. Some respondents alleged that the police were aware 

of this issue but did not take action. However, this could not be verified during the research 

process. Nonetheless, researchers witnessed three young men trying (unsuccessfully) to sell 

                                                           
20 Interview with a young male community member, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
21 Interview with a former Street Committee member, Section B, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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a cell phone to a Nigerian. Respondents also reported that some Nigerians were moving into 

the scrap metal selling business, which has been linked to the theft of steel and iron 

corrugated materials in the area. It was alleged that Nigerians have created a black market 

of stolen items, which is blamed for robberies and theft.22 One of the respondents 

commented that her toilet door was stolen by one of the known skollies in the area, and 

sold to the Nigerians who are running a metal scrap business. As quoted below: 

 

“I do not want to use the name ‘kwerekwere’…but there was a ‘skollie’ who took the 

door of our shared outside toilet and sell it to the ‘kwerekwere’… The police went to 

search and even found the missing window frames there.”23 

 
“Stolen goods are sold to the Nigerians at the taxi rank. And once it’s gone there it is 

difficult to get it [back]. It’s a huge problem. The community know that the 

containers are there to front but drugs are being sold there.”24 

 
Some foreign nationals reported that the SAPS were generally not willing to assist them 

when they reported crimes or when they were under attack. It was alleged that when the 

police are called and hear that the complainant has a foreign accent, they do not arrive 

promptly (if at all), or they do not adequately attend to the crime scene. Such respondents 

mentioned that it was easier if they approached a South African to call the SAPS on his/her 

behalf. One of the Somali shopkeepers whose brother was killed during attacks on Somali 

shops earlier in 2017, mentioned that he reported the matter to the police but he was yet to 

receive an update: 

 
“I reported the case to the police. They come to me and let me sign. They asked me 

what happened here. I told them. They promise and I was waiting for the answers, 

but they never came back to me again here. Since that killing they never come to 

me.”25 

 

                                                           
22 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani section, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017. 
23 Interview with an elderly community member, Section C, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2007 
24 Interview with a former Street Committee member, Section B, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2007 
25 Interview with a Somali shopkeeper, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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Locals reported that the police were often not visible and only arrived after a criminal 

incident has been reported. Furthermore, a respondent (who was once arrested) said that 

the Correctional Services facilities were also not achieving their intended purposes: 

 
“If you go to jail you come out wiser, more clearer on how you can get to do crime 

and even get connected other criminals from other places. If you want to do crime, 

the best thing that can happen to you is to start in jail.”26 

  

                                                           
26 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017. 
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IV. Social interactions between ‘locals’ and foreign nationals 
 
When asked about the extent to which individuals or community members trust one 

another, and are willing to intervene if they see anti-social or criminal acts occurring in their 

area, a number of participants mentioned that community members were no longer living 

as a collective, which was the case in the past. A Somali shopkeeper mentioned that a 

‘skollie’ could rob him while the community members would not intervene, but would do so 

for a local. When asked why this was the case, one local respondent said: 

 
“Community members don’t take them as human beings, they don't care about 

them. Some people just want them to go. They can also take advantage and loot the 

shops if they see an opportunity. But if a local gets robbed, the community members 

will stand up and confront the robber. In some cases they do intervene and confront 

the criminals, but these acts differs according to sections.”27 

 
Foreign nationals’ interaction with community members mostly relates to business 

transactions, with the exception of social interactions between locals and Nigerians, as 

researchers observed by the taxi rank. However, social interactions with Somali 

shopkeepers are rare, either because of the language barrier, or the way the Somalis are 

treated. A local community member commented: 

 
“Somalis don’t mingle with locals but others [foreign nationals] do socialize with 

community members. They [Somalis] are perceived as the most difficult people to 

socialize with.”28 

 
One of the Somali respondents countered this comment and stated that the community 

feels that Somali shopkeepers do not communicate with South Africans, but when they 

stand outside their shops to mingle with locals, they get robbed. He acknowledged that 

there were communication problems which were exacerbated by a lack of education and 

misinformation about Somalis on the part of South Africans. He questioned why the South 

African school system did not address African history. According to a Somali national 

respondent: 
                                                           
27 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
28 Interview with a former Street Committee member, Section B, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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“There is lack of education in the community… We attend community meetings, but it 

feels uncomfortable because community members keep on saying Somalis must go 

home. They do not think we are Africans like them.”29 

 
When standing outside of a Somali shop some children came and called the Somali 

shopkeeper with the undermining epithet ‘my friend’. He mentioned that community 

members frequently called him derogatory names because he is a foreigner, and this made 

it difficult for him to connect with locals and have a proper conversation. It seems like 

community members in general, including children, lack respect for Somalis because local 

children do not call their (South African) elders ‘my friend’. In addition, when young people 

are disrespectful towards a Somali shopkeeper in front of the elders, the elders do not 

reprimand the children. One local respondent was asked why some children behave that 

way: 

 
“Kids simply don’t respect Somalis. There is something in their psyche that tells them 

Somalis are different. The way elders speak to Somalis also influences how kids 

behave towards them. Communication happens only for business transactions. They 

are not authoritative like local elders. But sometimes they respond harshly.”30 

 
When asked what community members mostly do for entertainment, and whether they 

socialize with foreign nationals, a respondent stated: 

 
“Community members [locals] mostly drink on weekends and foreign nationals such 

as Zimbabweans also feel comfortable in such space. They also join social gathering 

such as parties, but they do not attend community meetings. Somalis do not join the 

parties.”31 

 
There have been marriages between locals and foreign nationals from Nigeria and Ghana, 

and respondents mentioned that they do get together with South Africans, but there are 

also cultural differences that may hamper social interactions: 
                                                           
29 Interview with a Somali foreign national, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
30 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani section, Khayelitsha C, March 2017. 
31 Interview with a former Street Committee member, Section B, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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“For instance, most of us we get married to Xhosa people, do you understand. So if 

there is anything or marriage they used to invite us… so if we have any marriage we 

also invite them, and they come with their family members.”32 

 
“I have a kid with a Xhosa but we are no long together. Her family accepts me but 

sometimes we differ. Our cultures [are] different and quite opposite…you see in my 

culture we do not circumcise the person when he is old…but when he is seven days… 

but here is different.”33 

 
A South African respondent also indicated that some foreign nationals attended the same 

church, and as a result she suggested that they developed a family-like relationship with 

each other: 

 
“We had another ‘kwerekwere’ that we attend the same church together. We took 

and hid him during xenophobic violence, because I know his commitment at church… 

This is a gift [shows a dress from Ghana] from his mother [for helping him] during 

that time of xenophobia…”34 

 

The respondent also indicated that the same foreign nationals looked after her husband 

after he was injured in an accident.  

 
However, some foreign nationals, especially from West Africa, mentioned that they hardly 

ever communicate with locals and do not trust anyone in their communities. They usually 

get together at the taxi rank where most of their own countrymen, especially Nigerians and 

Ghanaians hang out. Some perceive that having a South African as a friend could get one 

into trouble. As the respondent puts it: 

 

                                                           
32 Interview with a Nigerian foreign national, Taxi rank, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
33 Interview with a Ghanaian foreign national, Section D, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
34 Interview with an elderly community member, Section C, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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“This is the only place we socialize. You know, personally I do not have a Xhosa 

friend...because it is very risky. So we don’t do it. The only friends I got are these, only 

Ghanaians and Nigerians, we are always meeting here.”35 

 
The use of word ‘kwerekwere’36 does not sit well with foreign nationals, and some locals do 

not feel comfortable using it. While locals use this word more often referring to foreign 

nationals in general, it was not clear to the researchers whether the word ‘kwerekwere’ is 

regarded as derogatory and offensive by those who employ the term. Researchers noticed 

that elderly community members and members of community structures use ‘kwerekwere’ 

when referring to foreign nationals. However, researchers noticed that immediately after 

respondents use the word ‘kwerekwere’ there was an apparent sense of guilt on their part. 

One of the elderly responded mentioned: 

 
“I do not like to use this word but we had a young man who is a ‘kwerekwere’ that 

we attend the same church together.”37 

 
Community members often blamed youth for violence against foreign nationals. However, 

there was some countering information. First, most youth did not use derogatory language, 

but rather called foreign nationals by their nationality. Second, researchers identified youth 

groups in the area that organized street soccer to foster good relations between locals and 

foreign nationals.  

 

                                                           
35 Interview with a Nigerian national, Taxi rank, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
36 Kwerekwere is a common term used among South African to refer to all immigrants from other African 
countries. Community member do not really understand the meaning of the word but use it on the basis of 
how people from other African countries speak. It is a term that excludes the African immigrants and portrays 
them as different from South Africans. 
37 Interview with an elderly community member, Section C, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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Figure 8 Soccer tournament at Khayelitsha Site C stadium 

 
 
 
In general, the research findings showed there were perceptions among community 

members that foreign nationals did not attend community meetings, but rather were only in 

Site C to make money. However, one respondent from Somalia mentioned that some Somali 

business owners do attend community meetings, but sometimes they do not feel 

comfortable because they perceive that some community members do not like them: 

 
“We do attend community meetings, but the behaviour of the community differs 

according to areas. Some of them behave as if Somalis are silly and they say Somalis 

must go home. They must go home! But that is uneducated people. I think so.”38 

 
Foreign nationals in general appear to face a dilemma in relation to attending community 

meetings and gatherings. If they do not attend community gatherings such as service 

delivery protests, for example, the community members interpret it as foreign nationals not 

sympathizing with their cause. But when foreign nationals do take part in the meetings they 

are often viewed as ‘outsiders’ who are not entitled to community benefits. To avoid 

confrontations and fearing for their safety, foreign nationals often prefer to send 

representatives to speak on their behalf.  

 
After the violence that was directed at Somali shopkeepers in 2017, an agreement was 

reached between them and the Site C Taxi Association with an aim to protect their shops. 

While there were some rumours that there was a protection fee of R700 per shop per 

month, one of the Somali shopkeepers maintained that the Taxi Association was only trying 

                                                           
38 Interview with a Somali shopkeeper, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
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to help, and that fees were not being paid. In contrast, another Somali shopkeeper stated 

that he does not pay, but knows of other shopkeepers who do. 

 

Figure 9: A window of a Somali shop shattered by a bullet during an attempted robbery 

 
 

V. Leadership and conflict resolution 
 

This section discusses various community leadership structures and how they were 

perceived by the community members. These structures include community policing 

forums, community patrols/neighbourhood watches, street committees, the South African 

National Civic Organization (SANCO) branch, the Khayelitsha Development Forum (KDF) and 

others. 

 
a. General information on leadership structures 

 
Site C is a site of fierce leadership conflicts and jostling for positions, which often leads to 

the collapse of structures as they become irrelevant and the community loses faith in them. 

For instance, if one asks whether or not SANCO exists in Site C, one gets muddled and at 

times contradictory answers depending on how it is perceived in the area, or whether that 

individual belongs to SANCO or not. Some leaders told researchers that there are two 

SANCO branches in Site C. As an assistant to the councillor put it:  
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“Political battles that relate to political parties, rather than the actual function of 

civic organisations, have either killed SANCO or sent it in ICU.” 

 

There are various political parties operating in Site C, and chief among them is the African 

National Congress (ANC), which is the dominant political party not only in Site C, but 

throughout Khayelitsha. As such, the ANC is highly influential with respect to most 

leadership structures in Khayelitsha, such as SANCO, the Ward Development Forum (WDF), 

and even the Khayelitsha Development Forum. Indeed, one KDF leader revealed that the 

ANC, SANCO and the South African Communist Party (SACP) vote as a block for leadership 

positions in KDF. However, some respondents indicated that ‘quality leaders’ from other 

opposition parties do, from time to time, get elected.39 Nonetheless, in effect these 

structures reflect the party politics of the ANC, and are used to further the agenda of the 

ANC.  

 
The terminology used by leadership of structures such as SANCO, KDF, WDF and even the 

Safe Node Area Committees (SNAC), which is a development structure mandated to 

promote accountability through Violence Prevention Through Urban Upgrading (VPUU)40 

and other outside organizations operating in Khayelitsha, is distinguishably ANC 

terminology. For instance, terms such as ‘chief’ or referring to the ANC as ‘our movement’, 

or ‘cadre’, or ‘comrade’ are all commonly used terms. This is indicative of these groups 

buying into the dominant political discourse, and seeking to curry favour with the dominant 

ANC in Khayelitsha. 

 
The KDF appears to be highly influential in Khayelitsha. The KDF flag is frequently on display 

when a high-level government delegation visits the area, such as on the 27 May 2016 when 

the Ministry of Police had a handover ceremony of a mobile police station to the community 

of Site C (to supplement the police station in Site B). Of all the structures that exist in 

Khayelitsha, KDF was the only structure that made a speech on the day. Indeed, when 

ministers or the Premier come to Khayelitsha, the KDF flag will be there, and they alone are 

                                                           
39 Interview with KDF executive member, 20 May 2016 
40 VPUU is contracted by the City of Cape Town and German-funded to introduce safe urban areas. It operates 
across Khayelitsha and is seen as a major source of investment and employment-creation. 
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given an opportunity to make a speech.41 They have created an image of themselves as the 

‘go to’ people for outsiders who want to do research in Khayelitsha. As SaVI, we had to 

make a presentation to them, as was the case with the HSRC and My Citi bus services, 

before doing business in the area. There was also a link between the KDF and VPUU. In the 

website and the VPUU calendars, the KDF is mentioned as one of the partners. A community 

activist mentioned that VPUU gives KDF funding of about a million a year.42 However, this 

could not be confirmed. Either way, the KDF represents Khayelitsha’s most powerful 

gatekeeper. 

 
Also of importance in Khayelitsha and more especially Site C are the taxi associations, 

CODETA (Cape Organisation for the Democratic Taxi Association) and CATA (Cape 

Amalgamated Taxi Association). The main Taxi Rank in Khayelitsha is situated in Site C and 

all taxi association offices are in Site C. The taxi associations reportedly seem to be 

intimidating organisations, and yet they are often approached to resolve community crime 

problems when the police appear to be ineffective, such as during the youth gang fights, 

and during the xenophobic attacks. CODETA members have also been linked to vigilante 

violence. In Site C taxi association members had reportedly even taken up the role of 

policing the streets. 

 

b. Political Parties  

 
Given the size and importance of Khayelitsha in the City of Cape Town, it is a place where all 

political parties campaign during elections. Khayelitsha is clearly seen as a political 

battleground on the national and provincial level, and one where all parties stand to make 

big gains (or losses). During the latest 2016 local government elections, the ANC, EFF and DA 

all campaigned heavily in Khayelitsha, with both ANC president, Jacob Zuma, and EFF leader, 

Julius Malema, making stops during their Western Cape tours. Both leaders visited Site C, 

which was considered a contested space, especially in Ward 87, where a strong 

independent candidate, Thembinkosi “Terror” Qondela, was running. The ANC won the two 

wards (18 and 87) in Site C.43 

                                                           
41 SaVI researcher field notes, May 2016 
42 Ncedo Mngqibisa, Ethnographic notes, HSRC Social Cohesion Study, 2014-15 
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Table 1: 2016 Local Government Election result, Khayelitsha Site C, Wards 18 and 87 

 Ward results in %’s local government  
 
Khayelitsha 

 
 
Party 

 
 
2011 

 
 
2016 

 
 
% difference 

Ward 18 ANC 89 71 -18 

  EFF – 10 10 

  DA 2 13 11 

  AIC – 2 2 

Ward 87 ANC 93 71 -22 

  EFF – 8 8 

  DA 3 8 5 

  IND – 8 8 
Source: SABC, http://elections.sabc.co.za/Article?id=38852 

   
By all indications, the ANC in Site C is still a major player. However, its dominance is slowly 

declining. As mentioned above, despite its decline in election numbers, the ANC still 

controls most of the community structures through strategically lobbying for its members to 

lead community structures, and by frustrating structures not led by its members. This is 

evident in the alleged collapse of SANCO and the frustration of Community Patrols in D 

section (discussed below). The 2011 and 2016 municipal election results in the key 

constituencies of Site C Wards 18 and 87 suggest that opposition parties have started to 

penetrate this important ANC constituency. 

 
The narrative by some analysts in the media, and the ANC itself, is that the drop in ANC 

support does not necessarily mean its traditional voters voted for the opposition, but rather 

they refrained from voting.44 Such analysis is not quite accurate if we look at numbers. 

Voter turnout in Khayelitsha has dropped from 74% in 2011 to 56% in 2016, but of the 

148,108 people who voted in 2011, 109,399 voted for the ANC and only 7,373 voted for the 

DA. In 2016, the actual number of voters for the DA doubled to 15,288. So irrespective of 

lower turnout the number of people who voted for the DA increased by just over 50% in 

Khayelitsha. The DA is surely making inroads.45  

 
                                                           
44 Hlengiwe Nhlabathi, Setumo Stone and S’Thembile Cele, “Mantashe a fall guy in ANC finger pointing”, City 
Press, 7 August 2016, http://city-press.news24.com/News/mantashe-a-fall-guy-in-anc-finger-pointing-20160806 
(accessed 17 August 2016) 
45 IEC, “Municipal Election Results”, http://www.elections.org.za/content/Elections/Municipal-elections-
results/ (accessed 24 August 2016)  

http://city-press.news24.com/News/mantashe-a-fall-guy-in-anc-finger-pointing-20160806
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It is worth bearing in mind that the DA, even though its election performance in the area is 

still quite poor, runs the metro – the City of Cape Town – within which Khayelitsha exists. 

Therefore, by default, the DA is part of Khayelitsha political life. In Site C specifically, a lot of 

influential figures and prominent role players are no longer scared to be associated with 

opposition politics. There is an office in Section A (Chris Hani) where the DA PR councillor 

runs an office, and it is often busy with people going in and out to get some assistance from 

the office. In Site C there were many people, young and old, who were wearing their DA t-

shirt and nobody seemed to care. Perhaps the tactic by the DA to recruit a prominent 

Khayelitsha activist, Andile Nkohla, notorious for the dumping of human faeces at Cape 

Town International Airport as a way of protesting against poor sanitation, may have made 

residents realise that supporting the DA was not taboo in Khayelitsha. There is also a visible 

appearance of PAC in Site C, even though the performance of the party is still relatively 

poor. The EFF is also clearly visible.  

 
There was no evidence indicating distinct inter-political tensions, but intra-political tensions 

do exist within the ANC and its alliance partners. This is usually exacerbated around the 

election of candidates for ward councillor positions.  

 
c. Non-governmental organisations 

 
NGOs are a prominent feature in Khayelitsha. The head offices of Social Justice Coalition 

(SJC) is there, and it is the first township in South Africa where Violence Prevention through 

Urban Upgrading (VPUU) found expression. Khayelitsha is also a place where NGOs with 

national footprints exist, such as the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), Equal Education, 

Grassroots Soccer, Ndifuna Ukwazi, Love Life, and Learn to Earn, to mention but a few. 

Those NGOs with a strong advocacy focus have at times publicly criticised political and 

community leaders. In this regard, the SJC, Ndifuna Ukwazi and the TAC through the use of 

Community Social Audits, and their advocacy for the Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry into 

policing, have allegedly infuriated some councillors, the ANC and the KDF in the past.46  

 

                                                           
46 Ncedo Mngqibisa, Ethnographic notes, HSRC Social Cohesion Study, 2014-15 
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d. Community Patrol/Neighbourhood Watch and or Community Police Forum  

 

How Community Policing Forums (CPFs) and Neighbourhood Watches come into existence 

varies depending on the community circumstances and leaderships. As indicated above, Site 

C falls under the jurisdiction of Khayelitsha Site B police station. The Community Police 

Forum is drawn from the same large area. The CPF, which is made up of fifteen members 

elected by stakeholders including the NGO sector, the education sector, political parties and 

others. The CPF members are elected from the delegates sent by the stakeholders. This 

structure has offices within the police station and has weekly meetings with the police. Then 

there are community patrols or neighbourhood watches, which the CPF leaders refer to as 

‘sub-CPFs’. Each section in Site C is supposed to have a neighbourhood watch. 

 

The neighbourhood watches are established specifically with the idea of sector policing. The 

function of the neighbourhood watch is primarily to act as a deterrent to crime, and to 

sometimes respond to crime incidents, patrolling the streets mainly in the mornings and 

early evenings to make sure that people who are going to and from work are safe. During 

fieldwork, researchers found that neighbourhood watches were only active in Sections B, C 

and D of Site C. In Section A, there were only three women who were recognised as 

patrollers.  

 

The findings show that these neighbourhood watches did not have good relations with the 

CPF. They accused the CPF of corruption: 

 

“They just sit in that office and patrol their own beds at night, but when resources 

come, they are at the forefront of not just benefiting, but greedily monopolising any 

resources… They are a stumbling block to proper functioning of the Community Police 

Forum.”47  

 

Another patrolling group maintained similar sentiments:  

 

                                                           
47 Interview with Community Patrols, section C, March 2017 
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“We were supposed to get overalls from the State and money from Eskom, but the 

chairperson of CPF diverted the money to herself in a corrupt and greedy manner. We 

are not deterred, because at the end of the day we are doing this ungrateful job for 

our community. It is just painful that the CPF take us for fools.”48 

 

The CPF also had some negative comments about the neighbourhood watches from 

Sections C and D. They dismissed them as merely being an expedient platform for the 

political revival for the former Councillor (who leads the D Section watch) and labelled the 

Section C watch as “a mob”.  

 

This is problematic for the community and undermines the main objective of community 

policing and safety. The unintended consequences are negative impacts on relations 

between local neighbourhood watches and police. This is because the police intentionally or 

unintentionally recognize the CPF authority, and does not directly communicate with 

neighbourhood watches, who tend to be more informed about crime in the area. In a 

nutshell, while ordinary community members are willing to take responsibility for 

community safety, these tensions have caused a breakdown in police-community relations. 

Allocation of resources in this context plays a significant role in easing or causing tensions. 

 

e. Street Committees 

 
In Site C there are very few streets or areas where there have been street committees. 

Street committees are sporadically found in some sections of the informal settlements 

adjacent to N2 called Taiwan, Chris Hani and in an area called 400 in Section A. Seemingly, 

street committees are mediators and informal agents of justice in the community. One of 

the key things mentioned as the reason for the community to prefer the street committee is 

the fact that if something is stolen, they try by all means to get the stolen goods back. In the 

formal legal system, the offender is sent to jail and the stolen goods are never seen again. 

 

Often, street committees resolve issues through negotiations, but at times people’s items 

can be confiscated to pay the dues to the party that is aggrieved: 

                                                           
48 Interview with Community Patrols, section D, March 2017 
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“We settle issues in a manner that satisfies both the offender and the offended, 

because we at the end of the day all live in the same community, and we owe it to 

ourselves to resolve our own issues without involving police… Police may take 

someone to jail and that may affect the entire family, especially in the case of a 

bread winner… but when there is blood involved, we just assist someone to report it 

to the police.”49    

 
This suggests that for community members, justice served does not begin and end with 

suspects being sentenced for a particular crime, but it includes recovering stolen property. 

The street committees are in many ways informal courts. However, when the issue is 

serious, it will be reported to the police. 

 
Street committees are typically elected by the street residents by a show of hands. Street 

committees then meet and elect among themselves area committees, which are a higher-

level structure. In other areas, the area committees then form SANCO. However, in Site C 

there was apparently no evident link between SANCO and street committees due to the 

seeming demise of SANCO in the area. Most of these street committees were elected over a 

decade ago and never went to the public for re-election. In 400 Section A, most of the 

members were co-opted by the previous street committees due to their leadership skills, 

wisdom or commitment to community upliftment. In Chris Hani Section A, the committee 

was elected five years ago, but there are only four members who are active. 

 
The Chris Hani street committee has been accused of being too closely aligned to ward 

councillors. As some respondents explained: 

 
“The only negative is that they are sometimes puppets of the councillors. They are 

being used to further political interest of the councillor.”50 

 
“The street committees here don’t exist; they are just a politicised structure where 

the councillor gets a platform to use for her agendas.”51  

                                                           
49 Interview street committees, section C/Taiwan, March 2017 
50 Interview with community activist, section A, March 2017 
51 Interview with community member, section A, March 2017 
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f. South African National Civic Organisation (SANCO) 

 
As previously indicated, SANCO was no longer functional in Site C. Nonetheless there was an 

interview with the secretary of SANCO who later admitted that SANCO is going to be re-

launched in Site C. To our surprise, Eskom had been engaging about community safety with 

SANCO leadership in the area. They were as surprised as we were when we asked them if 

they were aware that there used to be two SANCOs in Site C which no longer exist. 

  

The emergence of Cope in South African politics from 2008 divided not only the ANC but 

some of its allies too. In Khayelitsha many SANCO structures in most subsections 

fragmented, including in Site C. It split in two when the then chairperson deflected to Cope, 

and refused to excuse himself from the structure, claiming that the structure was apolitical. 

Another group was subsequently formed, which called itself the ‘real SANCO’, which was 

ANC-aligned. This collapsed SANCO in the community and efforts to revive it seemed to be 

going well until it was again derailed by political party conflicts, which were linked to 

internal ANC battles.  

 

Considering that SANCO is traditionally linked with street committees, through the area 

committees, its death might have been the cause of the dysfunctionality of street 

committees and even neighbourhood watches in the area. The councillor of the area 

postulated:  

 
“When SANCO dies it dies with the community, because it was the closest structure 

to our people.”52 

 

 

 

g. Foreign nationals’ experience of community structures 
 
Foreign nationals are not allowed to be members or leaders of SANCO because its 

constitution stipulates it is only for South Africans. If this is the understanding of people who 

                                                           
52 Interview with the Councillor, Ward 87 site C, March 2017 
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lead such structures, it means that at the community level foreign nationals’ voices are 

excluded. The informal structures such as street committees, which rarely have a 

constitution but just agree on set of rules, also exclude outsiders. Some street committees 

had suggested that the language barrier was one of the reasons why foreign nationals are 

not part of community leadership. There are some foreign nationals who have become so 

ingrained in the communities, that one cannot tell they were foreign national, yet there are 

never any of them in leadership. Perhaps the answer to this lies not only with language, but 

also with the rural traditions and history of street committees, with which foreign nationals 

are not familiar. 

 
The question that may follow is, do foreign nationals therefore get access and fair treatment 

when they go to the local structures to resolve their issues? A spaza shop owner revealed 

that, depending on the issue, they use the committees because the police are not always 

available to resolve such issues. They hardly ever sit in an informal court, but leaders come 

to listen to their statements and then act accordingly. But because the street committees 

hardly exist in Site C the question is mostly hypothetical. In areas where there are 

neighbourhood watches, foreign nationals said that they really appreciated their efforts, as 

they usually chase away boys sitting in front of their store, something which makes them 

uncomfortable. We were also informed that when foreign nationals seek help from the 

watches, there are often demands for drinks as compensation. Neighbourhood watches 

denied asking anyone to pay for their services except big organisations like Eskom and other 

State entities.  

 
Foreign nationals have problematic relationships to formal State structures such as the 

police, which is the organisation which has the most impact on their daily lives in 

Khayelitsha. A survey conducted by Vicki Igglesden, which was submitted to the Khayelitsha 

Commission of Inquiry, revealed that Somali spaza shop owners were treated badly by the 

police.53 Stories about mistreatment of spaza shop owners by the police, or even being 

targeted by them, were countless. Foreign nationals claimed that the police demand bribes, 

and that they were not protecting them the way they should. 

 

                                                           
53 Commission of Inquiry, Khayelitsha, 76 
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The researchers were informed that the recent wave of attacks, which happened in early 

2017, were stopped by the taxi association. This was reportedly one of the most effective 

structures in terms of dealing with crime, but it often used methods that were excessively 

violent. It was reported that the taxi association charged R500 for their services, and it was 

rumoured that some Somali shop owners were asked to pay a protection fee of R700 a 

month to the taxi association. However, a respondent mentioned that unlike the police, the 

taxi association “could get your robbed items back”. 54 

VI. History of group violence and exclusion 
 

a. Ethnic/political violence and/or tensions 

 
The history of Khayelitsha in general is one of violence, as the first settlers in the area were 

mostly forced through state violence to move from areas such as Nyanga (KTC area) and 

Gugulethu.55 That violence was carried through to Khayelitsha in less obvious ways. The 

deep-seated psychological wounds from the traumatic experiences of those removals had to 

be set aside to meet the challenges of making home in a place people might have not 

imagined as home.56 There are many episodes of violence and different typologies of 

violence which were featured in Khayelitsha at various times both in the late 1980s and mid-

1990s.  

 
In the 1990s, taxi violence became an issue of concern. Taxi associations fought over control 

of the lucrative routes between the Cape Flats, the city centre and the suburbs. During the 

tensions, passengers were at risk of being caught up in violent clashes, which were often the 

work of hit squads (usually young males who were hired to kill opponents). Apart from taxi 

related violence, rates of violence, such as domestic violence, murder, rape, and child abuse 

increased dramatically during the 1990s in the Cape Flats. Police presence was minimal and 

in this climate, as a result, vigilante activities grew. The aftermath of the fierce taxi violence 

was not easy. The guns which were used in the taxi wars were still within the community. 

                                                           
54 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
55 Cleminshaw, “From Crossroads to Khayelitsha”  
56 Commission of Inquiry, Khayelitsha, 34-35 
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The same killers who used to profit from killing in the taxi wars suddenly found themselves 

out of jobs. House break-ins started to become more violent.57  

 
Today, Khayelitsha remains a relatively violent, unsafe place. As of 2014, gang violence in 

Kuyasa, Town 2, Harare and Site B was rife, and public violence and mob violence were also 

prominent features of daily life.58 In the Commission of Inquiry, Chris de Kock, after his 

analysis of the data from the three police stations in Khayelitsha, concluded that Khayelitsha 

has the highest numbers of murders, attempted murders, sexual offences, assault with 

intent to do grievous bodily harm, and robbery with aggravating circumstances 

nationwide.59 The crime situation has not changed much in the area but joint cooperation 

between community structure and SAPS may yield better results. While Site C faces a 

variety of different problems, violence is the most devastating in terms of its nature and 

extent. The community atmosphere is one full of the permeating fear of crime and violence 

in the area.  

 

Poor policing, poverty, substance abuse, depression that comes with joblessness (especially 

among the youth), violent protest, and the history of vigilantism all explain why life is a 

struggle in this township. That is the context within which the collective violence occurs in 

Khayelitsha Site C. 

 

b. Gang violence 
 

Historically, there have been sporadic waves of gang violence in Khayelitsha. Unlike in the 

other Western Cape townships like Bishop Lavis and Manenberg, where gang wars are 

predominantly about fighting over control of drug turf, the Khayelitsha ones are not about 

control of drug territory. One of the former gang members narrates a story of how these 

gangs usually start:  

 

“It starts in situations like boys from one area playing with others from another area, 

then team-mates team up against each other, and that first war among boys 

                                                           
57 Otter, “Khayelitsha” 
58 Commission of Inquiry, Khayelitsha, 76 
59 Commission of Inquiry, Khayelitsha, 76 
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escalates into war where dangerous weapons are involved. Then when it is in motion, 

whether or not you as a boy are staying in the street of the enemy team, you were 

involved or not, is immaterial. You are going to be attacked. Your movements will be 

restricted. That then forces you to join as you seek refuge or protection from the 

group. Schools usually become the area of contact between rival groups, hence 

schools become the battlegrounds.”60 

 

In the same interview, it was mentioned that these wars could start over something like two 

boys fighting over a girl in a shebeen. Friends may get involved to defend their friend, and, 

before you know it, one section is fighting the other section. When boys get into fights they 

usually use knives, then pangas (machetes), and then guns.61 The gang violence in 2012-14 

involved boys as young as fourteen. Later on, girls also became involved. The gang names 

were Vura, Veto, and Italians (gang names from American movies). Gang membership was 

demarcated by two high schools – Kwamfundo Secondary in Harare, and Esangweni 

Secondary in Kuyasa – and fighting would happen in areas in-between the schools. When 

the gang wars were still rife, there were territorial markings in areas such as Peace Park, 

which was the most hotly contested space.62 These markings have not been painted over.63  

 

Street committees, CPFs, SANCO and the police all could not help the situation. As one 

patrol leader recounted: 

 

“Police were rendered useless in that situation. These boys would just carry on with 

their wars in front of them. We as patrols also could not put our lives in danger, 

because these boys were vicious due to the use of drugs – tik.”64 

 

The failure of formal law enforcement and local structures of safety to contain the extent of 

the violence led to the taxi associations getting involved. They were approached by the 

community patrols and broader community to assist with reducing violent crime. The taxi 

                                                           
60 Interview with former skollies or gangs, 25 May 2016 
61 Interview with former skollies or gangs, 25 May 2016 
62 Ncedo Mngqibisa, observation notes, HSRC Social Cohesion study, 2014 
63 SaVI researcher, Human observations, May 2016 
64 Interview with former leader of community patrols in Harare, 24 May 2016 
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associations were known to deal with conflict harshly in their respective ranks. Thus, when 

the taxi associations started beating up gang members, some parents, especially mothers, 

became uncomfortable.65 On the other hand, some community members were impressed 

with the results of the taxi associations’ method of dealing with gangs. This is what a 

respondent had to say: 

 

“The taxi association was very effective but there were also conflict between them 

and police sometimes. Whenever there’s a crisis of gangsters the taxi association get 

involved. Community like to work with the association even though it is violent at 

times. They even call a meeting with gangsters in order to curtail the violence 

between gangs.”66 

 

The community is still divided about the issue of intervention of the taxi associations. 

However, there was some consensus in that the taxi associations were much more 

successful than the police in dealing with the situation. Similarly, it would seem that the taxi 

associations command respect among robbers and gang groups. As one former gang 

member stated: 

 

“The taxi guys are iziphakami [‘thugs of a higher calibre’], so they are feared and 

respected… They are the only guys which can stop crime if they wanted to. But, 

again, some of them are where they are through the use of violence.”67 

 

Community members recounted vigilante violence for ‘known criminals’ and xenophobic 

violence most often when asked about community violence. Interestingly, one of the 

informants told the researchers how they had burnt a suspected skollie’s feet after one of 

their group members was robbed of his belonging while sleeping. Many respondents 

referred to cases when known skollies in the area have been killed by community members 

or by other skollies in the area. The killing of skollies by community members reflect a 

history of vigilantism and mob-justice. When a suspected skollie steals, rapes or robs a 

                                                           
65 Interview with an elderly community member, Section C, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017. 
66 Interview with a young male, Chris Hani, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
67 Interview with former skollies or gangs, 23 May 2016 
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person, the community members apprehend the suspect, beat him to death or leave him in 

a seriously injured state. The community in some instances also damaged or burnt the 

family’s home down to chase the suspect and his family out of the neighbourhood.68 For 

example, in January 2002, an incident occurred in Khayelitsha where three suspected 

perpetrators were killed by means of the necklacing method by some community members 

in Site C.69 Elders in the community mentioned that it was relatively peaceful in the past, 

because those troublemakers in the community were often killed.  

c. Non-violent forms of exclusions 

 

As mentioned earlier, Somalis are often called by the somewhat derogatory term ‘my 

friend’. It is used even by children, and signifies a lack of respect and perverse over-

familiarity. There is also a newer term being used to other foreign nationals: ‘amagweja’. 

This word appears to be replacing the old ‘amakwerekwere’. These terms are also used by 

most community leaders. Some in the beginning of the interview will use the term ‘visitors 

from another country’ (in isiXhosa), but as the conversation continued they started using 

derogatory terms. The adopted terms offer an indication of how the foreign nationals are 

viewed: as outsiders or ‘aliens’ in the community. To emphasise the point of viewing 

Somalis not just as outsiders, a community activist reported: 

 

“You could hear young child shouting at them. They talk to them in a manner that 

they would never do to any other old person, including other foreign nationals, but 

Somalis. Children are taking the cue from their parents. No parent would allow their 

child to call an old person his ‘friend’; they would tell them to refrain from that, but 

why not when it comes to the Somalians? It’s simple: because people don’t see them 

as part of them.”70  

 

The issue of foreign nationals’ exclusion does not end with the derogatory terms. As 

mentioned previously, Somali shop keepers are not involved to community participation 

and there is nothing that has been done by community structures to try to involve them.  
                                                           
68 Interview with an elderly community member, Section C, Khayelitsha Site C, March 2017 
69 Eric Ntabazalila, ‘More mob justice planned, Tshwete warned’, Accesses May 15, 2017, 
http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/more-mob-justice-planned-tshwete-warned-80928 
70 Interview with community activist section A, March 2017 
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In Site C, as with other townships of South Africa, there is a growing trend to limit the 

number of foreign nationals’ shops in an area. There is an agreement signed by the Somali 

nationals, police and councillors with some community stakeholders that no more shops 

should be allowed to open. There are 52 shops in Site C, excluding the shops owned by 

locals. This agreement is said to have been prompted by the unhealthy business competition 

among foreign nationals themselves. A Somali shop owner puts it:  

 

“No, we are the ones (Somalis) who approached the leaders for that agreement, 

because we realised that people will kill each other for space. There is no more space 

now. You can see, my friend [referring to a researcher], every street has a shop, so 

putting shops next to each other people will kill each other for business 

competition”.71 

 

In a situation like Site C where there are no strong structures, it is not clear who will monitor 

this extra-legal agreement signed in the presence of the police. Even though most Somalis 

agree that there should be a limit to the number of businesses, some did not agree with the 

assertion that the competition has led to deaths. They do still agree that the competition is 

unhealthy. This is a complex kind of exclusion, because the excluded group is now also 

active in facilitating more exclusions among its members who may still want to open 

businesses in the area.  

 

Furthermore, this extra-legal, informal mechanism of preventing conflict has clear power 

dynamics, where the power is in the hands of the locals. Of course, it may be in the interest 

of established shop owners to limit the potential for competition. Still, the same kind of 

community regulation and monitoring does not equally apply to South Africans who wish to 

open shops. As a result, the system instils the sense that the foreign nationals are 

considered somewhat apart from the wider community. Their access to the community is 

limited and controlled. Once more, this increases the sense of foreigners’ value only being 

related to transactional exchanges.  

                                                           
71 Interview Somali shop owner, section B, March 2017 
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Foreign nationals are often seen as trouble-makers as there are claims that they are 

involved in drug selling and illegal goods exchange. As researchers, we were asked to make 

observations behind the taxi rank in Site C on this alleged exchange of goods. Indeed, we 

saw young boys who carried DVD players, selling them to the foreign nationals. There were 

a group of male foreign nationals who sat outside the shops in that vicinity who even asked 

one of the researchers carrying a smart phone “how much”. We made no observations of 

the trade in drugs.  

 

While foreign nationals may be seen as troublemakers by some, they can also ‘earn’ 

community membership if they are ‘well-behaved citizens’. That is, if they are not involved 

in the exchange of stolen goods, are not suspected of selling drugs, and they use some of 

their profits to contribute to communities. 

 

VII. Profile of recent anti-outsider violence 
 

a. Incidences of xenophobic violence 

Nationwide xenophobic attacks in May 2008 spread to the Western Cape, starting in 

Dunoon and spreading to Khayelitsha. The day before attacks began, “Police went out 

calling not to open shops till further notice and to be courteous.”72 The following morning, 

there were no signs that by midday there would be violence, looting of foreign nationals’ 

shops and vandalism of their property and life continued as normal. No one seems to 

remember or know exactly what happened or when, or by whom and where it started. The 

only thing most people seem to recall is that shops were looted chiefly by ‘thugs’. This 

collective memory ‘blackout’ of the xenophobic attacks in these areas is interesting. It is 

quite clear that xenophobia, or violence enacted against foreign nationals, is not something 

that is ‘owned’. However, Site C is widely considered to be the place in Khayelitsha where 

‘xenophobia happens’. 
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Nevertheless, there are some incidences that could be typified as xenophobic attacks. Many 

businesses of African migrants are victims of attack.73 While the attack on foreign business 

people has not been disputed by the community, the categorisation of it as xenophobic is 

disputed. A community member explained: 

 

“These kids are criminals, they attack everybody: Spar, Somalis, and we are also not 

spared. If you hear that there was a break-in next door, you must expect that you 

might have it, or the Somali spaza shop will be attacked.”74  

 

While there is some disagreement about the 2008 xenophobic happenings or whether 

killings or attacks of foreign business owners were xenophobic, there was a second but less 

intensive incident in 2010. After an altercation between a foreign spaza shop owner and a 

local client, which resulted in a shooting, there was another wave of shop lootings.75 This 

spread spontaneously in the area, but in some streets, locals stood for the foreign nationals. 

As one Somali spaza shop owner said: 

 

“People protected me and said that no one will dare come beat me here. The other 

group, which was people from other areas, stood in the corner but did nothing, 

because people from our street were waiting for them with bricks and other things 

prepared to fight for me… Police on the other side were saying we must forget about 

our stuff [stock and money] and leave. People from my street said, ‘No, he must get 

all his stuff out as well, so that he does not lose his stuff.’”76 

 

Some respondents viewed the 2008 and 2010 lootings as criminal acts, and others blamed 

local business owners for instigating violence against foreign nationals because of jealousy. 

Of course, it is possible that both accounts are true. While the perpetrators may have been 

young skollies and criminals, motivated by gaining loot, the instigators could have been local 

businesses wishing to rid themselves of the competition. In this way, looting is viewed as 

                                                           
73 Vanya Gastrow & Roni Amit, “Elusive justice: Somali traders’ access to formal and informal justice 
mechanisms in the Western Cape?” ACMS research report, 2012 
74 Interview with community member, 24 May 2016 
75 Ground Up, “Young, high and dangerous: youth gangs and violence in Khayelitsha”, 2012 
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general criminality rather than xenophobic violence. Indeed, the police seem to view attacks 

on foreign national shops in this way.77 However, this may be a limited interpretation. The 

generally derogatory terms people use to describe foreign nationals, and the clear ‘othering’ 

through community exclusion, suggest that xenophobic sentiment exists. Thus, when 

inciting violence, it is possible that the instigators tap into these attitudes, which then justify 

acts of violence. This certainly offers a partial explanation of why only foreign nationals’ 

shops tend to get looted, and not those of South African competitors.  

 

b. Targets and victims 

 
As previously mentioned, crime, including violent crime, is a common experience in Site C. 

Victims of robbery and violent crimes are not easily identifiable as it seemingly affects 

everybody. It seems as though cell phones, laptops, and household electrical appliances 

make any holder of such items a target. Having cash, or being perceived to have cash, also 

increases the chance of being a target. There is a perception that Somalis usually don’t use 

banks, so they keep their cash, and thus become targets of crime. People do not usually 

know why this is the case, but Somalis share that they cannot open bank account with 

refugee papers. Also, unlike other businesses where there would be security guards or 

bouncers to protect the businesses, none of these are found in spaza shops; often security 

gates and barred windows offer the only form of protection. Added to this is the fact that 

these shopkeepers are not part of networks within the community (although, as mentioned 

earlier, there is some variation in available networks and protection from the community, 

depending on levels of integration). All in all, these factors contribute to making foreign 

nationals more susceptible to robberies.  

 

The Commission of Inquiry found that while Somali shopkeepers make up just 50% of spaza 

shops in the area, they experience 96.5% of the crime around spaza shops.78 In other words, 

South African spaza shop owners, while owning 50% of the spaza shops, experience just 

3.5% of the crime. This gives a strong sense of the increased vulnerability of Somali shop 

                                                           
77 Nicolson, “Understanding and Responding to Xenophobic Violence”, UCT Daily News, 24 April 2015, 
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owners to robberies, which have a tendency to become violent (in around 40% of cases).79 

Over and above this, Somalis especially are targets of armed robbery. There is a perception 

that Somalis are trained soldiers because they come from war zones:  

 

“These boys know very well that you can’t scare a Somali with a gun because they 

are used to wars. That amateurs can’t simple go there, because they will meet with 

their death destiny there”.80 

 

Thus perceptions about the military abilities of the Somalis increase the danger they face. 

They are also believed to own guns, which puts them at further risk still. In Site C the most 

dangerous thing is to be known to have a gun: you and your family become targets because 

the robbers want the gun. 

 

Females also were mentioned by possible robbers and former robbers as easy targets, as 

they are less likely to fight back. Former gang members explained: 

 

“People who are drunk generally are easy targets, but the old males who usually 

walk around with their salaries in pockets are an ideal candidate for robberies; often 

you don’t go wrong there. Also, the gorgeous girls who like bling, have expensive 

taste are easy. Sometimes even if you did not plan to rob someone, especially these 

ladies, you look at them and you see fear, then you go rob her even if you don’t have 

any weapon.”81  

 

Skollies say that the worst thing that can happen to you as a robber is mob justice, so while 

operating you try to avoid anything that can put you in that situation. A stronger, young 

male who may fight back or may recognize a robber one day is not ideal for robbery. And 

often the guns they carry do not have bullets so that too makes them choose candidates 

that are less likely to realize that. However, the community says that anyone is a target. 
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VIII. Conclusion 
 
Khayelitsha is the largest black African township in Cape Town, and home to around 450,000 

people. It is divided into various sub-sections, which have a varying mixture of formal and 

informal housing. While unemployment and high crime are challenges for the entire 

township, the social problems experienced by its residents vary somewhat by area. The 

focus of this research was on Site C, whose population is almost exclusively isiXhosa, with a 

very small minority of foreign nationals. The mere fact that the population of foreigners is so 

small can facilitate the process of ‘othering’ of those who look different, or cannot speak the 

dominant language fluently. 

 

Foreign nationals are treated differently than locals. For one, South African residents 

reportedly feel a stronger sense of community with their resident compatriots than they do 

with resident foreigners. For instance, they are more likely to intervene in crimes when the 

victim is local. Secondly, and perhaps relatedly, foreign nationals do not get the same 

opportunities for interaction and participation in the community. They are purposely 

excluded from community structures such as street committees, and they are effectively 

also excluded from participating in community meetings where isiXhosa is favoured – a 

language few foreigners speak fluently. 

 

Various leadership and community structures operate in Site C. Both the African National 

Congress and Khayelitsha Development Forum (closely tied to the ANC) are highly influential 

in the area. Also active in the area are multiple non-governmental organisations, quite a few 

of which have their head offices in Khayelitsha. On a community level, neighbourhood 

watches and community patrols work to maintain order and amicable relations within the 

area. The efficacy of these structures was questioned by some participants, and doubts 

were cast on the actual impact that these organisations were able to have. On the other 

hand, street committees were in some instances reported to produce better results than 

police such as when perpetrators of crimes were caught by street committees and the 

stolen goods were returned to the victims, which was not the case when police executed an 

arrest. 
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Khayelitsha’s history is a violent one. In the past, taxi associations were involved in violent 

clashes for control of lucrative routes, but other forms of violence have also become 

pervasive in the community, such as gang violence. In 2008, xenophobic violence also took 

place in Khayelitsha, including in Site C. While other xenophobic attacks, where foreigners 

were attacked and foreign shops looted, have taken place since, most respondents 

described these as criminal acts rather than xenophobic ones. It was also suggested that 

some of the attacks took place between different groups of foreigners. Either way, it is 

foreigners who were found to be the most likely victims of crime. Motivations 

notwithstanding, 96% of crimes against spaza shops involve shops owned by foreign 

nationals. 

 

As a group, foreign nationals are excluded in many ways from community life in Khayelitsha 

Site C. They are referred to in derogatory terms, their ability to interact and participate in 

community activities is limited, and they are disproportionately more likely to experience 

violent and non-violent crime than their South African counterparts. Incidences of 

xenophobic violence have been played down, yet there remains underlying xenophobic 

sentiment within the community. 
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